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GovernanceChallenges



Present



There is no more cyberspace.



Whom to call?



Conquest of the sky



Digital Governance Triangle



Connectivity& geopolitics



Flow of data



Cable geo-strategy

Source: TeleGeography

https://www.submarinecablemap.com/


Cables and Africa



Whose are our cables?



Conquest of the sky

Source: ESA

https://www.esa.int/ESA_Multimedia/Images/2008/03/Debris_objects_-_mostly_debris_-_in_low_Earth_orbit_LEO_-_view_over_the_equator


Dataas oil



‘Data Governance’



Data is a source of geopolitical power and competition and is seen as 

central to economic and national security



Cross-border data flows

Source: UNCTAD

https://unctad.org/page/digital-economy-report-2021


Data everywhere



(Re)Distributionof power



Annual revenue of 
Microsoft ($143.015 $B) 

is similar to gross GDP 
of 

Morocco (133.062 $B)
Angola (124.862 $B)

Annual revenue of 
Uber(21.406 $B) 

is similar to gross GDP 
of 

Gabon (22.456 $B) 
Guinea (20.952 $B)

Burkina Faso (19.621 $B)

Annual revenue of 
Twitter (5.077 $B) 

is similar to gross GDP of 

Southern Sudan  (5.73 $B) 
Eswatini (4.646 $B)

Sierra Leone (4.268 $B)

More: https://countries-companies.diplomacy.edu 

Digital economy – Big tech



3 African countries have 
higher gross GDP than 

Amazon’s annual 
revenue ($469.822 $B) 

Nigeria (510.588 $B) 
Egypt (435.621 $B)  

South Africa (426.166 $B) 

More: https://countries-companies.diplomacy.edu 

Digital economy – Big tech



Big Tech



‘Africa can become a tech superpower’? 



Interdependencevs Sovereignty



Independence of cyberspace (Barlow, 1996)

The Age of Digital Interdependence (UN SG, 2019)

Digital sovereignty (EU, 2021)



Digital sovereignty



Cyber-armament



Age of digital interdependence

Source: Brookings

https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2019/06/14/the-age-of-interdependence-global-digital-cooperation-in-the-21st-century/


Digital governance will be profoundly changed by the shift

from functional to ideological global (digital) politics.



The era of the global internet is over?



gingTechnologyEmer



Emerging tech

3D printing

Quantum computing

Artificial intelligence

Linked sensors / IoT

Blockchain / Web3

Virtual/augmented reality

Neurotechnology

Metaverse

Robotics



Technology hype



Visit: 
www.diplomacy.edu

dig.watch

Contact:
diplo@diplomacy.edu 

vladar@diplomacy.edu 

Twitter:
@eDiplomat, @igcbp, 
@DiplomacyEdu

@vradunovic


